
PERFORMANCE DRILLED & SLOTTED ROTORS
T E C H N O L O G Y
TRU-CAST TM

Beveled Drill holes
Beveled and precision drill holes help keep rotors 

temperatures down during extreme braking performance.

Rounded Slots 
Slots keep a clear contact patch 

between the pad and the rotor by 

sweeping away gas and dust.

Precise machining & castings 
All Power Stop rotors are reverse engineered 

from OEM samples. Machining specifications: 

Rotor run out is within .0015 and DTV tolerance 

specification 

is within .005.

All rotors are 

balanced.

Silver Zinc Plating 
All drilled and slotted rotors (except for hub rotor 

assemblies) are silver zinc plated to helps shield 

and resist rust during normal operation.

CONNECT WITH US:
www.facebook.com/powerstop

WWW.POWERSTOP.COM
PERFORMANCE FOR LIFE.™

SOLD IN PAIRS

Power Stop premium drilled and slotted performance brake rotors are now available for most domestic and import passenger and 

light truck applications. Power Stop performance rotors are engineered to reduce the risk of rotor warping and cool the brakes 

to avoid high temperature brake fade. When you combine the Z36 Truck and Tow brake pads or Z17 Evolution ceramic pads with 

Power Stop drilled and slotted performance rotors, brake output is improved up to 37% for shorter stopping distance. The drilled 

and slotted rotors reduce brake temperature up to 180 degrees to avoid resin glazing and uneven friction layer deposits on the 

rotors. These friction deposits are one of the leading causes of rotor warping due to brake pad material operating outside of its 

designed temperature range. The slots help remove friction material and  gas between the pad and rotor to improve pad bite.



CERAMIC DISC BRAKE PADS WITH HARDWARE KIT

PLUS

CERAMIC DISC BRAKE PADS WITH HARDWARE KIT

PLUS

The Z17 Evolution® Plus product line will combine our 
performance proven Z16 Evolution® Ceramic pads with 
application specific brake installation hardware kits. Each 
hardware kit will include stainless steel abutment clips 
(where applicable), anti-rattle hardware clips, piston clips 
or bushings and sleeves as required per application.

If a part number is not available 
in Z17 Evolution Plus, then please 
check availability in Z16 Evolution 
ceramic pads without hardware.   

OEM
Positive Mold Technology for

consistent fade-free performance

20%
more stopping power than

other leading brands

SAME GREAT
EVOLUTION
FORMULA
*HARDWARE IN EVERY BOX

NOISE FREE 
BRAKING
DUAL LAYER RUBBERIZED SHIMS

THERMAL 
SCORCHED
FOR FAST BREAK-IN

WWW.POWERSTOP.COM


